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“A” Flight, 607 Squadron, Tangmere, September 1940. Francis Blackadder is the tall man in the centre.

September 1940
William Francis Blackadder

During the latter days of August, most
of the squadrons in our group had been
travelling south to relieve others who
had done their bit, so although as usual
the order came suddenly, we were not
surprised when told to get ourselves to
Tangmere on the 8th — chaps were collected from all over the place and at 11
am we were off. Vick led “A” Flight
and Bazin “B”. We landed to refuel at
Bicester, where a friendly group captain
and staff waited upon us with beer and
sandwiches: as they were a long time
refuelling, we split up. Vick went off
ahead and the rest of us followed half
an hour later wriggling all the time as
our ears had been filled with awful
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tales of the goings-on in the south.
However, no evil befell us. Later in the
day when light was failing we were
ordered off to patrol Shoreham at
15,000 feet. I was leading the squadron;
AA fire was noticed well to the east of
Brighton but not investigated. As it
was, with a large number of the squadron non-operational by night we had
quite a business getting everybody
down but this was finally accomplished
without mishap.
Next day we had one patrol over
Selsey Bill followed by several vectors
but nothing seen. However we saw lots
later on that day, when ordered to patrol Tunbridge Wells under the CO’s
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leadership, we ran into a crowd of unpleasantness, partly composed of
bombers but chiefly of fighters. After
some weird manoeuvres we got well
and truly among the latter. There were
109s above us, behind us, to left and to
right of us and to make matters worse
the CO lost sight of the bombers.
Worse was to follow when he decided I
(his No. 2 man) was a Hun and spiralled down through cloud as avoiding
action, not realising what it was all
about I followed him down in all innocence — not an easy task, which only
served to make matters worse: the battle continued below the cloud, when I
found it difficult to persuade I was
really friendly. However, we eventually paired off and returned happily to
Tangmere.
Not so the rest of the squadron.
Apparently just as CO decided to spiral, the Hun took it into his head to attack — yellow-nosed devils — and we
were scattered. Spyer, Burnell-Phillips
and Stephenson were shot down and
wounded while Drake, Lenahan and
Stewart Parnell were missing — six out
of twelve. On the credit side B-P had
accounted for a Dornier 215, and it was
while he was watching it go down a 109
came and shot him up. He landed near
the Dornier not far from Kenley. Altogether, a very unhappy beginning to
our sojourn in the south.
Tangmere itself was not the shambles we had been led to believe: a week
or so before our arrival it had been
heavily dive-bombed by Ju87s. Two of
the hangars had been flattened, one
badly damaged and the fourth untouched, but as hangars are scarcely
ever used nowadays this did not really
matter. Some of the offices close to the
hangar and the parade ground had suffered, but the aerodrome itself, the mess
and the airmen’s barrack blocks had
escaped damage. However in case of
repetition, we were got a house some
miles to the south of the aerodrome and

lived here in comparative luxury with
an abundant supply of apples in our
orchard.
The station also controlled 213
Squadron and 602. McDonald commanded 213 and Boyd 602 who were at
the neighbouring satellite aerodrome,
Westhampnett. What usually happened
on the patrols was that Hurricanes of
either 607 or 213 led while 602’s Spitfires guarded our tail.
Tangmere mess was almost as good
as it was when 607 were last encamped
there [for summer exercises in 1936—Ed.],
and its billiard table was in constant
demand. It now boasted a talkative
parrot, whose latest achievement was
not altogether in the best taste — to wit,
an imitation of the whistling bomb,
picked up from the raid. It was a great
pal of Boret’s (our station commander)
and kissed him goodnight each pm.
On the 11th we were given a sudden
scramble over base and were then vectored towards Southampton but were
too late to stop a dive-bombing attack
by some Messerschmidt Jaguars on the
docks, and they had too big a start for
us to catch up.
Two days later with the weather bad
and cloud layers almost to the ground, I
had one of the most enjoyable day’s
hunting of the war: I was ordered off to
patrol Beachy Head and Hastings by
myself, as reports had been received
that isolated Hun bombers had been
making landfall about there before proceeding to London, where among other
objectives they had bombed Buckingham Palace. For a long time I did not
see a thing, but eventually spied a
Junkers 88 flying south. I carried out a
full deflection diving attack before it
disappeared into cloud out to sea; returning from this at 10,000 feet, I
sighted another one coming south towards me in perfect position for a headon attack and when I swung round on
his tail, his undercarriage was down,
but he got into cloud before I could re-
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new the attack from astern. I had only
just returned from this to my patrol line
when I spied another Ju88 flying north.
I stalked it and got close before banging
in my bullets from behind, followed
him into cloud but lost him, so climbed
up and circled round, got in another
quick attack before losing him again,
obtained one final glimpse of him, but
could not renew attack as my ammunition was spent. After a sticky trip had
to land at Shoreham, short of fuel: while
there climbed over a Beaufighter, now
in service use.
The next day Milne Irving, Cunnington and I were vectored onto an 88
which was flying south at 8,000 feet
above cloud off Selsey Bill. We were at
5,000 feet when we caught sight of it, so
climbed up below it on a similar course.
We were soon observed and it dived for
cloud cover. I got in a long burst from
astern and so did Milne, but it disappeared into cloud as C. was shooting.
We were unable to find it again, and as
RDF plots ceased at the point of interception, Group insisted on us counting
it as a confirmed, but we were dubious
and he may quite well have slunk home
at sea level. Rather a comic story went
with this interception: my breakaway
was so realistic that Cunnington
thought I’d been shot down and called
up Ops to get the rescue organisation
set in motion: however I was able to
assure them that I was on a level keel.
Shortly afterwards Cunnington and
I were again on patrol and after quite a
bit of flying espied a Ju88 well below: I
carried out a full ¼ attack through a
hail of return fire, Cunnington did a ¼
turning into astern, and then Will Gore
and his Yellow boys took up the fight
and before they finished, white smoke
was streaming from its port engine, but
cloud once again concealed its fate.
Will was furious with us for he had
been trailing the 88 since Portsmouth
and had just built a favourable position
into sun when I butted in with my at-
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tack: as Tony Forster remarked,
“You’ve made a cock of it.” In the evening I led 607 and 213 to Mayfield at
15,000 feet but our opponents were well
on their way across the Channel when
we got there.
September 15th, like a month previous, was a big day in the history of the
RAF as 187 Huns definite were destroyed and probably another seventy.
Most of these were bombers and this
was the last day on which he tried mass
daylight bombing raids.
607 did well and Bazin, leading 607
with 213, carried out a perfect head-on
attack on a crowd of about 30 Dorniers
flying towards London: actually there
were three crowds of bombers with a
strong fighter escort above and behind.
We blazed through the first lot and 213
said they had never seen a formation
break up so completely or so quickly.
We passed very close above them, and
in fact Paddy Stephenson did not even
do that: he ran into one 215, knocked
off its port wing and the impact threw
his machine onto another 215 (they
were flying in very tight formation) and
off came his starboard wing. Paddy
then found himself upside down with a
machine minus the better part of each
wing at 18,000 feet. He released himself
from the embrace of his Sutton harness,
but did not fall as his foot had caught in
the rudder bar: a violent kick however
and out he came, to drop right through
the armada of Dorniers. He came safely
to land having been protected on his
way down by Vick, and showed no
greater damage than a bruised ankle.
His was our only casualty. The
damage we did was difficult to assess,
for in a head-on attack a speck becomes
a ball becomes a very large object, then
disappears and you keep tit pressed all
the time. We fired our way through,
then dived to ground level to escape
their escort’s attentions. When Wattis
had finished his cross-examination, he
had persuaded us we had accounted for
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the following total: 4 Dos confirmed, 2
probable and 2 damaged.
We had no sooner refuelled than we
were ordered to patrol base at 10,000
feet; we were vectored to the west and
eventually sighted the raiders flying
south over Weymouth. Jim gave chase
and I guarded his rear; my No. 2 broke
away and shot down a crippled struggling Dornier, while we also got another confirmed. I was called upon to
face the escorting Me109s who had
peeled off on us, but they passed harmlessly below, which was a relief.
On the 17th, Red section found a
Ju88 out to sea but was unable to inflict
any damage on him and he was last
seen heading quite happily for France.
Later in the day we were over the
Thames Estuary with 213 Squadron;
Reds were still refuelling when we received the order to scramble, and
though they chased after many squadrons in the patrol area, they were only
able to make friends with DTs — suitably enough, and all to no purpose as
nothing was seen.
Sept. 18th. We had two fruitless
chases in the skies above Kenley and
Biggin Hill and it was not till the 21st
that we saw a bandit again, though
every night they droned overhead almost without stop on their way to London. Occasionally the Portsmouth naval guns would be heard barking at
them and Beaufighters from Shoreham
but operating from Tangmere would
patrol, but their onward march never
really appeared interrupted.
Our AA defences had pleased us
one day by singling out a Ju88 from two
Blenheims, which flew past the west
end of the aerodrome, and shooting the
beggar down.
The next day of battle was on the
26th. I had only just got back from Catterick in a Magister and thawed out
when we were brought to readiness
over the Tannoy. We were ordered to
Southampton and just as we reached it,

the Hun was diving down to bomb Supermarine’s works. We came down on
top of him in a head-on attack, with me
in the lead, some say right through the
balloons. The Hun disappeared south
toward Portsmouth.
We split up.
Cunnington and I spied another large
formation of bombers which we
climbed up to meet: they had fighter
escort and we were only able to carry
out a rather stupid ¼ attack hose-piping
the formation. I reported over RT on
their further movements to Operations:
they behaved very queerly and did not
seem to make any attempt to bomb, but
completed a very wide sweep of So’ton
at 12,000 feet and were eventually intercepted by fighters over Weymouth.
Our score was 1 bomber and 1 fighter
definite while our losses were nil
though Chatty Bowen had had to bale
out when over the Isle of Wight. We
sent over a Maggie and picked him up,
apparently not in the least perturbed.
An hour later we were off again,
Red section this time, after a recco machine which had no doubt come over to
photograph the results of their last raid.
Thanks to AA fire we eventually
sighted him at 22,000 feet flying south
to the north of So’ton: we were at
17,000. I pulled the tit and set off in
chase, my 2 and 3 following as best they
could. He was a Me110 and dived
down as I was climbing up: I followed
and was able to close slightly when he
pulled up and got in a short burst as he
was about to go into another dive.
Again he pulled up and again I closed
and fired a longer burst at him this
time. Once more he dived and I followed. It became steeper and steeper,
spiralling. Luckily I noticed my altimeter when at 8,000 feet and my speed
well over 400 mph, so pulled hard to
get her out before reaching cloud level
at 4,000 feet. The 110 continued vertically into the cloud and was seen by the
Observer Corps to dive into the Solent.
A very lucky burst or did the pilot try
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and pull out too late? I saw four
streams of smoke coming straight at me
from him, which I took to be his return
fire, but perhaps it was my lead going
into him!
The following day we were kept
busy even if we did not engage: after
patrolling a convoy at the mouth of the
Solent, Red section joined the squadron
under Bazin and proceeded to Beachy
Head to search for stragglers from a
raid on London, but nothing was
sighted. Indeed the only diversion occurred early on when my reserve tank
spluttered itself dry to the confusion of
those around. Then all three squadrons
were ordered over St Catherine’s Point
and various vectors given but nothing
seen. We pancaked, then all three met
over Horsham and went toward London. Intense AA fire was seen, but as
usual we were too late. To complete
the day Red section went off on a vector
of 180 degrees and obtained a good
view of the French coast round about
Le Havre.

September 28th was a black day in
our Flight’s history. Will Gore was
leading the squadron for the first time.
They went chasing after some Huns off
Selsey Bill and were constantly urged to
gate by Operations. Finally Will followed their bidding and Red section
walked away from the rest of the
squadron into the sun and the others
lost touch with them. They were attacked by Messerschmitts from behind
and neither Will nor Milne Irving returned: Red 3 (Sgt Brumby) got back
with his machine badly holed and very
little idea of what had happened. I obtained permission to go out and look
for them, but the sea had nothing to
reveal.
We thank Museum Volunteer Robert
Blackadder for providing us with a copy of
his father’s previously unpublished diary
pages for Sunday, September 8th through
Saturday, 28th September 1940. The data
below are from Norman Franks’s Royal Air
Force Fighter Command Losses of the Second
World War, Vol. 1. —Ed.

No. 607 (County of Durham) Squadron Losses while at Tangmere, 8.9.40 – 10.10.40
9 Sept
9 Sept
9 Sept
9 Sept
15 Sept
17 Sept
26 Sept
28 Sept
28 Sept
1 Oct
1 Oct
5 Oct
7 Oct
7 Oct
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Hurricane I
P/O S B Parnell
Hurricane I
P/O G J Drake
Hurricane I
Sgt R A Spyer
Hurricane I
P/O J D Lenahan
Hurricane I
P/O P J T Stephenson
Hurricane I
Sgt J Lansdell
Hurricane I
F/Lt C E Bowen
Hurricane I
F/Lt W E Gore
Hurricane I
F/Lt M M Irving
Hurricane I
F/Lt C E Bowen
Hurricane I
Sgt N Brumby
Hurricane I
P/O D Evans
Hurricane I
F/O I B Difford
Hurricane I
P/O A M W Scott

P3574
Killed
P2728
Killed
P2680
Wounded
P3117
Killed
V6688
Wounded
?
Killed
P5205
Safe
P3108
Missing
R4189
Missing
P2900
Killed
V6686
Killed
P3554
Safe
L1728
Killed
P3860
Safe

Patrol. Crashed and written off after combat with
bombers and fighters at 17.30 over Goudhurst, Kent.
Patrol. Shot down by Me109s over Goudhurst, Kent,
17.30.
Patrol. Crashed and written off after combat with
Do17s and Me109s over Mayfield at 17.30.
Patrol. Shot down in combat over Mayfield at 17.35.
Baled out slightly wounded after an attack on Do17
of KG3 over Appledore at 15.15.
Patrol. Shot down by JG27, 15.40.
Patrol. Baled out over Kaylthorpe, Isle of Wight,
16.20. See also 1 October.
Patrol. Shot down (into sea?) by Me109 off Selsey,
15.00.
Patrol. Shot down into sea by Me109, 15.00.
Patrol. Shot down by Me110 over the Isle of Wight,
10.50. See also 26 September.
Patrol. Shot down by Me110 over the Isle of Wight,
10.50.
Patrol. Baled out over Swanage after combat with
Me109, 14.00.
Patrol. Collided with P3860 at 16.00, crashed at
Slindon.
Patrol. Baled out after colliding with L1728.
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The Road Home
Part Four of an Autobiographical Memoir
James Atterby McCairns

Following his forced landing in Spitfire P8500 and capture near Gravelines in July 1941 as recounted in Part One of our story, Mac McCairns was sent to Stalag IX-C at Bad Sulza, 18 km
north of Jena, deep inside Germany. Immediately, he resolved to escape. His first two attempts
were unsuccessful. Mac then teamed up with a Belgian PoW, Lucien Charlier, whose local
knowledge and contacts with the Resistance helped Mac’s third attempt to succeed. In Parts Two
and Three of our story, Mac and Lucien slipped out of the camp, found their way to a railway
station, and got nearly 400 km to the west on their first day. On their second day, they became
separated when Mac got off at the wrong stop and, on his own, Mac nearly lost his way.
At the end of Part Three, we left him on a train to St Vith. The certainty, in his mind, of the
imminence of another German control point led him to get off the train and to start walking west,
towards Malmédy, where he and Lucien had planned originally to alight and cross on foot into
Belgium. Just as he did so night fell and it began to snow heavily. Tramping along the railway
tracks in the dark, wind and snow, Mac got disoriented at a junction and followed a line going
north-east instead of west. The next morning he encountered the village of Weismes (Waimes in
French). Now knowing how badly he had gone wrong and annoyed with himself for having lost
so much time, he decided to risk the local stopping-train to Malmédy, seven kilometres distant.
Once there, he laid low until evening, taking shelter in some allotment gardens. At nightfall he
took to open country once again, planning to cross into Belgium under cover of darkness. And so
Mac tramped on, doggedly following his compass to the west over fences, through ditches, and
across watercourses. We rejoin his story in the small hours of that night.
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Before me was a long, steep, wooded
slope up which it required all my
strength to clamber. After some two or
three hundred feet I was again more or
less on the level and in a very dense
forest. This I reflected must be the
dreaded Ardennes, a forest where one
can be lost for days on end. God spare
me that fate!
One of the main paths went off in a
westerly direction and this I followed
for the next 30 minutes when lo and
behold a light flickered in the distance.
Help, I thought — and thanked my Deliverer.
The snow had fortunately
ceased and the light was visible over
quite a distance.
I approached to
within a hundred yards when once
again my Guardian Angel had a say in
matters. To this day I never knew the
explanation; all I can say is that a little
voice whispered in my ear, “Detour.
Do not proceed!” And, obedient to that
voice, I relinquished all hope of food,
warmth and bed and followed a path
away from that magnetic light. Later I
was to bless that voice, for in answer to
my questions on the subject I was informed by the locals, “Oh, yes! That
would be the German frontier post,
there’s always a light showing there!”
And to think I only missed it by a hundred yards!
It was now about 3 am on Sunday,
25th January — my fourth morning out.
And although I had eaten some chocolate and Horlicks I had had absolutely
nothing to drink except handfuls of
snow. This I sucked in very large quantities without apparently any adverse
effects, but by this time, after the night’s
strenuous exertions, I really began to be
thirsty. Consequently when I saw a
quiet-looking farmhouse appear and a
pump in the yard, I gave up all caution
and essayed to pump out a mouthful of
water. To my surprise the pump was
not frozen and gushed out large quantities of water. Without a cup, I thrust
my head under the tap and succeeded
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in not only slaking my thirst, but wetting the only remaining dry part of my
top clothing. This water, however, did
me the world of good and as my little
voice still urged me on until I had definite proof I was over the frontier, I reconnoitred the farm and found a lane
leading down to a minor road. In spite
of the increased risk I was glad to be on
the easy-going road, especially after my
fright at the possibility of being lost in
the forest. West again I strove.
An hour passed by. No one molested me and soon a village began to
appear. And almost one of the first
buildings was a church. Hope surged
high. This was it. If only I could get
into the church it would be easy to
prove whether it was Belgian or otherwise. Stumbling, I ran to the entrance
and tried the main door. It was locked.
As I stepped back to reconsider, my eye
caught sight of a notice pinned to the
door. Feverishly I scanned it. The
heading read “Avis” and every word of
the remainder was in French — not a
trace of the dreaded German. On a
sudden impulse of gratitude I kissed
that notice and grasping the handle of
the door I uttered a very sincere prayer
of thanks. In many ways, standing
there on the church threshold, I must
have resembled my fleeing ancestors
when they grasped the sanctuary
knocker which, for them, spelt freedom,
deliverance, salvation. However, I was
not quite so fortunate as they. My
troubles were not yet over. It would
avail me little to be caught by the Germans whilst crying “Mercy” at the
church door.
Immediately a plan began to form. I
must get into the church, hide up and
await the arrival of the priest later in
the morning. Thank Heavens it was
Sunday. So, plodding round in the
snow, leaving the most terrible tell-tale
footprints in the deep, white blanket, I
reconnoitred the church and found a
further two doors. They, likewise, were
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securely fastened and after a futile examination of the windows I was reluctantly impelled to give up on my simple but safe plan.
Back onto the road I went where I
paused to consider. Opposite the road
was a small farm which contained a
number of outhouses. It must be Belgian so I decided to lie up in one of the
sheds. No sooner said than done. Silently I passed by the house and attempted to try the shed doors. The response to my first effort was highly disturbing — the cackle of fowl, awakened
and alarmed, soon caused me abandon
that means. The second door was
locked but on pushing back the third
against a weight of snow, I was assailed
by an overpowering stench and a challenging grunt. It was a pigsty. In my
frozen state the feeling of warmth
which came out did much to reconcile
me to the odour, and, nothing loath,
and lured by the higher temperature, I
went in. My clothes were already in
such a shocking state that an odd night
in a pigsty could do little to harm them.
At first the pig appeared to take
umbrage, but gradually he settled
down, relaxed and went off to sleep. I
crept nearer and nearer to him until I
could feel the comforting warmth and
attempted to thaw my hands by the
heat from his body. The pig was most
considerate and so it came to pass that
at 4 am on Sunday, my fourth day out
and my fourth night without sleep, I
stretched myself out on the straw beside old porker. And in an almost cuddling position, fell off into a sweet
dream of freedom. For the next three
hours, curled close by my porker, I
slept the sleep of the dead — until 7 am
when the combined cackle of the hens
and a snort from my porker woke me
up.
In the cold dampness of the morning, most of my optimism waned and I
sat in the pigsty wondering what
would be my next move. At what mo-

ment should I try and confront M. le
Curé at the church? Thus I rested for
almost an hour, waiting for any stray
sounds in the road which would announce the awakening and churchgoing of the population. Not a sound was
heard on this Sunday morning. Even
the household by me was strangely
quiet. But suddenly voices were heard.
I was unable to distinguish them but as
I peered through a crack in the door, I
saw the back door of the house suddenly open and a man holding a lantern
appeared. Gone was any idea of further concealment, gone was the thought
of necessary precautions. I felt so miserable and weak that I realised I could
endure no more. This was my one last
chance. I had to gamble all on the
goodness of this man. Realising that it
would be better to approach the man
than to be found skulking in his shed, I
carefully opened the door of the sty and
as he was turned, back to me and intent
on unlocking a further shed, I approached.
When about two yards away I managed to whisper a very weak “Bonjour,
Monsieur!” Whereupon he whipped
round, a startled expression on his face
and nearly dropping his lantern in his
fright, gave vent to some guttural expression that sent shivers down spine
for it was not, definitely not, French.
However, I had taken the step and
could only carry on so I hastily explained that I was an escaping prisoner
of war, a pilot, and could give him
proof. This man, after he had recovered
from his initial shock of thinking I was
the Gestapo, was truly magnificent.
Without further consideration he
whipped me into his house and introduced me to his aged father who only
spoke Walloon, so henceforth it was
very much a three-cornered conversation.
They were so obviously pro-British,
showing with pride their concealed radio and even putting on the 8 o’clock
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news for my benefit, that I held back
nothing and produced my Stalag disc,
showed them the little note of Lucien’s
and gave my full story. In turn they
had every confidence in me and soon I
was stripped naked in front of a roaring
fire, given a very rough towelling and
then set upon a magnificent breakfast of
coffee and omelettes — it was all just
too perfect. What a reward for those
last few days.
After the needs of my body had
been attended to we turned to the business in hand and I found the son extremely well versed in the needs of escape. From him I learned that the German frontier was no farther than 500
yards away, controlled by sentries with
guardhouses 1 km between, such as I
had passed the night before. Obviously
it was far too hot to remain in this
neighbourhood. Unfortunately, he was
not a member of the Belgian Resistance
himself but he was aware of the escape
routes and assured me if I could meet
up with the right link I would be taken
to the coast, put in a small boat,
changed in the Channel into a British
MTB and in any event would be in England in a fortnight.
What an adventure. My eyes once
again to sparkle and all weariness was
soon forgotten. Lastly, we discussed
my little note from Lucien addressed to
his friend Picheron at the hotel in Francorchamps. Here the news was not so
heartening. This Picheron’s boy by this
time was himself a P of W, but unhappily had married a German girl and the
household, even to the father, was suspected of collaborating with the Germans. However, both the father and
son at the farm, after a prolonged conference, decided it would be my safest
bet to try there and, failing that, consult
M. le Curé at Francorchamps. Apparently, the curé opposite was in no
measure reliable. So it was settled I
was to set off to the Picheron hotel as
soon as possible.
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After my night’s wandering in
which I must have travelled mile after
mile, I had apparently covered a
straight line of 7 kms and had indeed
arrived at Stavelot. Francorchamps was
about 12 kms due north and the whole
route ran just to the west of the river
valley which marked the frontier. Any
wrong turning and I was sure to end up
once again in the hands of the Boche.
However, the son drew an excellent
sketch of the roads. Assured, I decided
to take the plunge.
Donning my warmed and dried
clothes, I tried to struggle into my
shoes, shrunken to 6s. It was almost a
superhuman effort. At last they were
squeezed on, but at what a price. I
could scarcely hobble across the room
let along face a walk of 8 miles. In return for this hospitality all I could offer
my friends was a few English cigarettes
and a little German money. The latter
they would not touch. Instead, they
pressed a 100 Franc note onto me, some
more food and, after expressing a desire
not to reveal their names in reply to my
request, with their blessing and my
ever-grateful thanks, I was ushered to
the door. The father posted himself out
in the road and once the way was clear,
off I hobbled down the road in the direction of Francorchamps.
Once again, as so often before, verbal directions had seemed all too easy.
Now, confronted with a series of
branches and crossroads which did not
appear to fit in with the sketch, nor bear
signposts, I quickly became confused.
At last the main road, well camouflaged
with snow, hove into sight and although there was no indication that this
was the road to Francorchamps, I took
the gamble and limped along. Already
I was beginning to wonder how on
earth I could cover 8 miles. The pain in
my feet was such that my one desire
was to stop and free my feet from their
seeming prison of steel. For a whole
hour I managed thus, still seeing no
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signpost indicating the right direction
and keeping a very apprehensive eye
on the valley and forest nearby in the
east, where, I was warned, German sentries would be lurking for any stragglers who wandered by hazard over the
line. After two very lengthy hours of
agonised foot-slogging I still had no
idea if I was on the right road or not. I
was tempted to ask the odd passer-by
but refrained, hoping against hope that

a village would suddenly loom up out
of the barren waste in front. Eventually, after three hours by which time I
so despaired that I was determined to
ask the next peasant, for the first time
that morning I saw a small sign:
Francorchamps 1 km. What a blessing
it was, for at almost the same moment
down came the snow again and it took
all of my last drop of energy to plod
that last half-mile.

I remember the name of the hotel
was the Étoile or some such thing. My
farmer had warned me it was in the
main road on the far side of the village,
so I was not disappointed when the
first six hotels did not display the
hoped-for notice, and once again I was
becoming worried when there it stood,
the last café in the village. Unfortunately, once again the snow had done a
good deal to numb my brain and drive
out that instinct of self-preservation,
for, without giving it a single thought, I
strode into the bar and boldly asked for
a beer in the manner in which my
farmer friend had briefed me.
The person addressed was a woman,
none other than the German, I pre-

sumed. Nevertheless, before touching
my beer I asked after M. Picheron père,
and was informed that he was at church
but would shortly be in. I pronounced
my decision to wait, picked up the beer,
grasped a newspaper and took myself
off to a table by the window. First of
all, in a perfectly natural manner, I
downed the beer which, ersatz though
it was, to me tasted like one of the very
best. Somewhat fortified, I resorted to
the newspaper and tried to look as disinterested as possible when the crowd
gradually began to gather. Something
like 45 minutes must have passed before a little old man came in, had a few
words with the landlady and came over
and announced himself as M. Picheron
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and requested me to follow him into
the bureau.
In the privacy of the office, without
more formality, I explained my position
and presented him with Lucien’s note.
From the sudden look of alarm on his
face and the nervous drumming of his
fingertips, I realised I could expect no
quarter here and my hopes sank desperately. Only too true were these
guesses for immediately he started
checking upon my arrival here — how
far had he been compromised. And
almost in the same breath he denied all
knowledge of Lucien. God! what a setback that was. In my anger and bitter
disappointment I felt I could have
choked him, only I couldn’t summon
up the energy. I just couldn’t go on!
Already he was explaining that I
must leave his hotel — my presence
there was far too dangerous but perhaps M. Bodet, who lived six houses
further down the road and who was
secretary of the local benevolent fund,
might give me some help: a little money
or food. With that meagre consolation
he ushered me out of his office and via
a side door into the street. I reminded
him that my cap was still in the bar and
with a stifled curse he tore into the bar
and came out with the offending article,
and, in a state of panic, with a very
trembling finger, pointed to the house
where I might find M. Bodet. With a
curt goodbye he popped back into the
hotel and slammed the door.
After such treatment and in my
wretched condition of angered misery, I
was quite past caring and without hesitation I walked up to this next house
and banged on the door. It was opened
by a woman with a kindly but stern
face, her two children blocking the
doorway behind. She confirmed that I
was at the right house but to my dismay stated that her husband was not at
home. Furthermore, she proved remarkably evasive about his homecoming and politely but firmly was about to
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shut the door in my face. Metaphorically, I pushed my foot between the
door and craved permission to await
his homecoming. At first she was very
reluctant but on my insistence, with ill
grace, offered me a chair in a little office, reiterating that he husband might
be a very long time. To my horror, if
not to my surprise, she was obviously
intrigued by my accent and demanded
if I had come a long way. With great
feeling I answered “Yes!” and sat back
prepared for further long vigil without
undue hopes of assistance.
As a pleasant surprise, within a few
minutes a middle-aged man strode in
and after a few words with his wife, at
which he was doubtless told of the uncouth ways of the rude stranger, he
came over to me and asked what was
my trouble. Again with little reservation I told him the whole story but this
time the reaction was different. Once
he had grasped the true facts of the
case, cross-questioned me on one or
two minor points and had sampled an
English cigarette, then came the welcome.
I was greeted as if a friend, as a hero
of the marvellous RAF and nothing was
too good for such a bond. The wife in
turn was let into the picture and was
even more patriotic. Once she recognised that my accent was neither Flemish nor German, but honest-togoodness English, I became her poor,
starving enfant whom she intended to
mother as best she could. After a word
of warning to the children, I was installed at the head of the Sunday table
and in no time at all was busily engaged in storing away a good plate of
thickish vegetable soup and a glass of
good wine. It was the most perfect
Sunday dinner of my life.
After lunch my host and I once
again got down to business. All was
well except for one thing, the knowledge that Picheron knew of my existence and whereabouts. His reputation
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in the village was most notorious —
indeed I considered myself lucky to
have escaped the clutches of this collaborator. Every time his name was
mentioned my host gave a spit of disgust and insisted that I must be disappeared. Hence, later in the afternoon
when Picheron did call, he was rather
rudely told that I had been sent on my
way with a little money but would he
kindly refrain from sending any more
dangerous English to compromise M.
Bodet’s family. Apparently satisfied, he
departed. Still rather dubious about
Picheron, my host begged permission
to call in his colleague who could speak
a little English having spent part of the
1914-18 war convalescing there. With
the greatest willingness I agreed and
towards teatime M. Bodet returned
with a M. Calens — a giant of a man,
blinded in one eye fighting against the
Germans in the last war and doing his
utmost in the present conflict.
He was a most fortunate choice, for
not only was he a kind, sympathetic
patriot, but when he mentioned he had
convalesced at Welbeck Abbey under
the patronage of the Duchess of Portland, I jumped with joy. My own
home, Retford, Notts, is but 10 miles
away and soon by a sheer wealth of
detail he was more than convinced of
my sincerity and scorned the idea that I
could be part and parcel of a Gestapo
trap. After half-an-hour’s gossiping he
went off again but soon returned, heavily laden with concealed gifts of food.
Soon the whole crowd of us were sitting down to my favourite repast —
steak and beautifully done chips with
apple sauce and an excellent bottle of
Champagne thrown in — what more
could a poor P of W expect? I was at
the summit of my happiness.
To complete my joy and security I
was told that M. Calens on his journey
had managed to contact yet another
friend, a link in the organisation. If
anyone in this area could help it would

be he. So, shortly after 8 pm there was
a further knock on the door and in a
few minutes I was being introduced to
Jean, a smart, young, businesslikelooking man in plus-fours who spoke
just a little English. Once again I went
through my story and it didn’t take me
long to realise, thank Heavens, that
here was a friend indeed — a man who
accepted with confidence my story and
was flat out to help me. As before, the
one obstacle was my known presence in
the village and eventually Jean, with a
confidential but very risky invitation,
solved it.
This very night I would walk back to
his home, well cloaked by the blackness
of the night, and there I would remain
hidden until my journey out of Belgium
had been arranged by the Resistance.
To this proposal I agreed and although
my host was loath to part company, for
the sake of his children he deemed it
wiser. But even so, it was not enough,
for with incredible generosity he made
me accept, in exchange for my RAF
greatcoat and cap, his own civilian coat
and a brown trilby. Henceforth I could
walk with less fear.
About 10 pm that night we crept
forth and without incident I found myself in a very cosy flat over Francorchamps’s most modern garage being
introduced to Clo-Clo, Jean’s wife.
Once again, the feminine welcome was
colossal and all tiredness forgotten we
yarned long into the night. At long last
it was decided that whilst I slept as long
as I liked tomorrow, Jean would proceed to Liège and arrange my passage.
Thus it came about on Sunday, 25th
January, my fourth night out, I had
fallen into the hands of friends and in
going to bed with an easy mind, I could
fall into untroubled slumber and sleep
the sleep of the dead.
There the story really ends, for
henceforth it is just another of these all
too magnificent achievements of the
Belgian Resistance. For, whilst I slept,
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and sleep I did, a complete 18 hours
without ever turning or tossing, Jean
was organising, ‘phones were ringing
and decisions being taken. New code
words came into use over the ‘phone. I
became the “petit paquet” or “colis”
and I was rechristened “le petit
Jacques” though Heaven knows why
“petit”. At all events, because of the
raging blizzard, Jean did not arrive
back home until 10 pm. Worn out but
highly satisfied he greeted me with the
welcome news that I could proceed on
the morrow — England would be but a
fortnight away. I had only to trust the
organisation and have faith in them and
all would go well. Thankfully, after
those last four days of battling against
tremendous odds, I was only too
pleased to hand over the initiative.
Never did I regret it for a moment, although at times the way seemed dark
and England seemed ever further away.
The Resistance did succeed and my
eventual reward came some three
months later when once again I was
able to don my proper RAF blue and
take an active part once again against
the Hun.
Some day when I have the time I
would love to write the story of those
three months, but at the moment I can
merely gloss over the details: how the
next day I was destined to walk 12
miles to Spa with my pitiful feet and
there meet Molly de Lannion, the most
beautiful half-English, half-Belgian girl
who, with her looks and her perfect
English, captivated my heart so completely that all I am longing to do is to
return to that café in Spa where I was so
graciously received for a night. Then
on to Liège where after a good deal of
cloak-and-dagger knockings on doors I
was taken to one of the Resistance arsenals held by a bunch of mad-headed
youths who kept me locked in a room
all day and insisted on my sleeping
with a revolver to hand. And then
came Jean II, Captain Jean Scohier,
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parachuted into Belgium only three
months before by the British Secret Intelligence Service. His attitude and organisation, his penetrating questions,
won my complete admiration.
In beautiful, brand-new clothes we
went off to Brussels where I shared his
flat, complete with father and mistress,
Yvonne Dupont. My first night in Brussels — a riot of fun, a dinner party of
seven at an exclusive restaurant which
only ended at 5 am in the Coq d’Or,
Brussels’s latest night club, drinking
champagne. There I met M. and Mme
Lheureux, of a medical institute in the
Belgian Congo, who soon were to act as
my new parents. For, after three days
of this hectic life I discovered that I was
unable to walk — my feet were reduced
to a festering mass of toes with the nails
dropping out. Jean’s doctor ordered
immediate rest so I was spirited away
to the Lheureuxes’ where for weeks I
was cared for day and night by Madame “Tenace” as I christened Mme
Lheureux and their adopted son. I soon
became a son of the household, except
that to preserve face before the maid, I
became the little Hollander. For two
weeks I was unable to hobble round
except in huge slippers and it was then
that we heard the tragic news. Jean’s
complete household had been raided at
7 am and all were now in the hands of
the Gestapo. That night as we sat at
dinner and suddenly heard the clang of
German boots in the drive, we thought
our last meal had come — but it was
only a German officer demanding accommodation.
Jean’s successor appeared, a very
level-headed artist — the crack shot of
Belgium — and as a gift he gave me his
.38 which King Leopold himself had
presented. René was amazing, very
cool and careful but he would insist on
talking English when we were out in
Brussels, especially at the comedy of the
automatic photo machine where I went
for my passport photographs.
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Would the Gestapo make Jean talk? We
hoped not but in any case I was taken
to Charleroi in southern Belgium to a
brother of Mme Tenace’s and there she
joined me in a few days and tried to
make the best of my miserable nervous
10-day confinement in one room, not
daring even to show myself in the yard.
After those agonising 10 days back I
went to Brussels, all my past connections were cut by a series of changes in
guides and I found myself housed by a
prominent professor, wife and two
children. Again one of the kingpin men
proudly displayed his magnificent radio receiver to me. I heard here about
the aerial operations, supply-dropping
and Lysander landings, and I swore
once more in England to continue in
this cloak-and-dagger trade. Again the
place became too hot and again I was to
be stealthily moved by night, south of
Bordeaux. On my last day in Brussels I
was ferried about a good deal by a
young girl of 18 who looked about 12,
who was one of their most valued couriers — the last few hours being spent
hidden in a perfumier’s shop in the
suburbs. Here I heard that not only
Jean in the first place, but secondly my
Belgian professor had been taken and
now, this very day, my very distinguished chief — the father of the very
girl now piloting me — had had his
house raided and was now a wanted
man. No wonder if the Resistance became to be suspicious — wondering if

after all I were German bait.
However, by midnight, after something like eight weeks in Brussels, our
guide, the little girl, the two Belgian
pilots and myself, were gathered in the
express for Paris. Some enraged Belgian, on leave from conscripted work in
Germany, started a fight in the train
corridor, and in a moment knives were
out. The aggressor turned to me as a
witness to his right and authority, but
mercifully my dumb look made him
turn from me in disgust. At Valenciennes the train was searched but my
carefully prepared kit revealed nothing
— I still treasure a 15-franc toilet case
given by Jean. At that spot we also
picked up the French courier, a striking
Frenchman named Charles Morelle.
On April 1st, early in the morning,
we stepped from the station at Gare du
Nord and in two minutes were in a Belgian-owned café, and upstairs in a
room reserved for our exclusive use.
Paris in the spring felt magnificent. The
Renault works had just been bombed
by the RAF and Paris was agog with
excitement and very divided opinion.
Those who had not been bombed were
flat out for the RAF — the bombed
were not quite so keen. That evening
we went out and were introduced to
some extremely expensive-looking
people, went with them and fed off the
best of the land in a leading restaurant
when Morelle shepherded me across
the Parisian Métro and into Gare du
Nord ready for the next stage: an express straight to Spain.
No seats were reserved so I stood in
the corridor for 12 solid hours keeping
my eye on Morelle. Henceforth my
briefing was very poor. I was merely
told not to show my papers if I could
help and that a lady would meet us on
a station after Bordeaux.
Just past Bordeaux two extremely attractive girls joined us, panicking because of the control suddenly imposed
at Anglet — our stop. The party split:
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the Belgians went with one woman,
Mme de Greef, to Biarritz; Charles,
Dedée (Andrée de Jongh) and I faced
the Anglet control. The control saw
through my disguise and for 15 tense
minutes, Dedée fought and wheedled
for my freedom. The guard wanted to
send me back to Bordeaux to face a
German control. Thanks to her, the
guard eventually turned his back and
away we went. All I could think of to
say was '”My God! What a brick you
are!” That was too much for Dedée’s
English. We all rendezvoused at the de
Greefs’ farm, an absolute hive of espionage as M. de Greef was well in the
confidence of the Germans. The first
day and night was spent in rest and
then, after several false alarms on the
states of the rivers on the Spanish frontier we set off by an old bus to St Jean
de Luz. Our last two hours in France
were spent drinking in a café filled with
German soldiers, all great admirers of
the beautiful Dedée — and who knew
quite well that she was a smuggler.
At dusk off to the mountains where
a further rendezvous was made with a
Basque guide, Florentino. In his mountain retreat one last meal of whisky and
steak and then off to the frontier. Florentino, Dedée who walked like a mule,
the typically French and noisy Charles,
two Belgians and myself, clad again in
blue pyjamas over my civilian clothes
to keep off the dirt.
All night we laboured, the highlight
being the crossing of the frontier stream
for which we all had to strip. Charles
and I revelled in Dedée in the nude,
well supported in the fast-flowing
stream by Florentino. No sooner had
we clothed ourselves when “Halt!”
rang out and up the slopes we tore,
making sufficient noise to terrify any
Spanish guard. At daybreak we hid up
and slept in a filthy, squalid Spanish
farm and towards dusk we edged down
the hills and picked up a train which
took us to San Sebastian and then to a
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flat held by No. 1 Anarchist.
Here I met Morelle’s sister Elvire, a
strikingly beautiful, tall Frenchwoman
who had broken her leg in a convoy on
the mountains and had been carried for
two hours on Florentino’s back at four
hours a mile before aid could be given,
then the confinement of this flat in foreign Spain until she might walk again.
Brave? So were they all, those women!
After five days there the consul at
Bilbao received me and soon I was safe
in the embassy at Madrid, making the
most of life. One last trip across southern Spain and I found myself in good
hands in Gibraltar already making progress towards my next ambition — the
pilot of a Lysander for the Resistance.
After a few days’ liberty in Gibraltar
which seemed too good to be true, I
was packed into a Hudson, and Hendon once again was the form.
There only remains one last little
story. For three days and a couple of
nights I was interrogated on all sides —
flying round London seeing everyone.
On my third night I was suddenly
given my freedom so I asked a WAAF
friend of mine out to dinner.
We were just emerging from the
tube at Piccadilly, I feeling very proud
in my new suit of blue once again,
when a police sergeant came up and
inquired why I wasn’t carrying a respirator. “I haven’t one” was my reply.
“Your pass, then!” he countered, which
again I hadn’t. When, in answer to his
third question, my identity card, I again
produced a “No” it was too much.
Beckoning to a WAAF A.P. who came
and took charge of my lady friend, we
were taken out, escorted to the Black
Maria, and taken to RAF Police headquarters at Grosvenor Square, on a
charge of masquerading. My obviously
new uniform and lack of credentials
had aroused suspicion. Nor could I
help — all I could produce was an unsigned, unofficial-looking little slip saying I was a repatriated airman.
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For the sleuths at Grosvenor House
it was not good enough. In addition I
had been told I was not to breathe or
even hint a word of my story to anyone.
However, I gave the name of the unit at
which I was staying, but unfortunately
no officer was there who could vouch
for me, nor could I make contact with
any of the people who had been interrogating me — all the usual offices
were closed.
It looked as though I was going to
spend a night in the cell at Grosvenor,
when, after about two hours, they rang
up the Air Ministry unit again and this
time someone let the cat out of the bag.

Anyway, the sergeant returned full of
apologies and acknowledged me as
“one of these here funny blokes”. Very
kindly they put the Black Maria at our
disposal and we resumed our belated
quest for food.
The next morning when I told the
story to Air Commodore Blackford, and
begged him to give me some form of
identification, he laughed and laughed.
I remember him saying “Ah, my boy,
you see we have an efficient police
force on this side”, and he proceeded to
issue a commendation to the police sergeant who had succeeded in arresting
the Eluder of the Gestapo.

Mac in a new officer’s uniform following his commission, August 1942. He is wearing the ribbon of the Military Medal, awarded in May for his audacious escape. He would return to general
duties with No. 161 Squadron flying Lysanders (as he requested), one of only a handful of cases
during the Second World War of a fighter pilot shot down and captured returning to operational
flying over the same enemy-occupied territory following an escape from a prison camp. We
thank his son Chris for the gift to the Museum of this memoir, published here for the first time.
—Ed.
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The author climbing into a Treble-One Lightning at Wattisham

Notes from the Diary of a Lightning Pilot
111(F) Squadron, 1961-64
Air Commodore Terry Carlton

No. 111 (F) Squadron — “Treble-One” — was the third RAF Squadron to convert to the
Lightning aircraft in Spring 1961 at RAF Wattisham, following No. 74(F) Squadron at
RAF Coltishall in 1959 and No. 56(F) Squadron at RAF Wattisham earlier in 1961.
Pilot conversion of these first squadrons was carried out, on station, by the Lightning
Conversion Squadron (LCS) from Middleton St George, via a series of ground school
lectures and twelve associated static flight simulator exercises. There were no two-seat
Lightning aircraft in those early days; thus the “first solo” was quite an occasion in what
was, even by today’s standards over 55 years on, a very powerful, very highperformance aircraft. The first solo pilot was chased by an LCS instructor in a Hunter
aircraft able to offer on-the-spot words of encouragement and reassurance if required!
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Having converted all the pilots, the squadron arranged a party for the LCS, seen here in
the photo above, alongside an F1A outside the Treble-One hangar. This jolly group
serves to remind us that both in 1961, and certainly throughout the history of military
flying, and especially during World War Two, of the ever-present, always supportive
and often anxious wives and girlfriends.
The Daily Mirror got into the “wives and girlfriends” act in July 1964 with this photograph (below) of the Treble-One Squadron pilots and their wives posing on the wing
of a Lightning. Several of the wives were pregnant! Had Elf and Safety been around in
those days they’d have had a field day. Those of you who have stood under the Lightning F53 at Tangmere will get the point!
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Pictured left to right, front row, are ‘Bugs’ Bendell (Flt Cdr), Dickie Wirdnam (Sqn Cdr), Harry Delaney
(Flt Cdr, USAF exchange officer); second row, Martin Bridge, the author, Alan Cawsey; third row, Sam
Lucas, Jack O’Dowd, Pete Ginger; fourth row, Alan Garside, Al Thomas, and Brian Cheater.

After conversion to type, the pilots progressed through a work-up phase towards being
declared operational as one of Fighter Command’s night, all-weather air defence squadrons protecting the UK from threats arising from the Cold War, in particular from the
USSR. The pace of technological advances in the years since 1945 had been truly phenomenal. By 1961 we had, in the Lightning, a single-seat aircraft which could operate in
the air defence role by day, night, and in all weathers; could go from brakes release on
the runway to 36,000 ft in under two minutes; could accelerate from 0.9 Mach — its
cruising speed — to over Mach 2 and then climb to well over 60,000 ft.
A visit to Google on these performance figures is revealing. Speeds of up to Mach
2.5 and altitudes of 88,000 ft are claimed. I can recall seeing Mach 2.25 and 66,500 ft on
one occasion. This was shortly after we had been issued with Taylor partial pressure
helmets presumed to give us some protection at these altitudes should a malfunction
occur. None did, thankfully. Routinely attaining such speeds and altitudes in the early
1960s was and remains extraordinary! Three hundred and thirty-seven Lightnings —
including prototypes — were built for the RAF. Eight hundred and three pilots were
trained to fly the Lightning; 17 were killed in Lightning-related accidents, 35 others in
aircraft accidents after their Lightning tours.
The Lightning flight simulator at Tangmere provides a very realistic ”feel” to what it
was like flying the aircraft. But it does not, and really could not, represent the aircraft as
a fighting weapon. For this, the pilot had a radar scope, in the form of a B-scope to the
right of the gunsight, and a fifteen-function hand controller by the pilot’s left hand in
front of the throttles. Although the Lightning had a rudimentary “attitude hold” control, this was in no way an autopilot. Thus the pilot had to develop skill levels whereby
he flew the aircraft manually with his right hand, controlled his radar scope with the
fifteen-function hand controller with his left hand and fired his weapon with a trigger
on the control column. This was often described as being akin to being a one-armed
wallpaper hanger! The RAF’s in-service Lightning flight simulators had full weapons
systems thereby enabling pilots to develop the necessary skills and then consolidate
them in the air.
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Although the air defence of the UK was the Lightning’s primary role, it was always
envisaged that the RAF could be called upon to provide air defence elsewhere. When
one of their confrontations over Cyprus arose between Greece and Turkey in the 1960s,
Lightnings were deployed to Akrotiri. In the photograph below, the RAF base on the
Akrotiri peninsula is to the right of the salt lake under the aircraft with Limassol under
the nose cone. The first deployment by Treble-One Lightnings to Cyprus was achieved
by staging through France, Malta and Libya. Flight refuelling was introduced shortly
thereafter in the form of a large length of tubing permanently protruding from the port
side of the aircraft abeam the cockpit. The flight time from the UK to Cyprus was of the
order of five hours. In those days the aircraft flew in company with Valiant tanker aircraft.
The one and only operational moment in my 33-year career as a fast-jet pilot, which
spanned the Cold War, occurred on a 1960s detachment to Cyprus, during a GreekTurkish confrontation, when Lightnings were deployed to provide air defence for the
Sovereign Base Areas. I was vectored onto a Turkish F-4 aircraft. I managed to sneak
up behind the intruder and arrived on his port wing before he became aware of my
presence. After a few seconds my presence was realised; the pilot jettisoned his tanks,
rolled over, pulled through and disappeared! I didn’t follow!
There was only one occasion when the Lightning used its missiles to shoot down an
aircraft for real. This occurred over Germany when a Harrier, its pilot having ejected,
was threatening to cross the East German border thereby causing a serious NATOWarsaw Pact incident. A Lightning Mk 2 from RAF Gutersloh was tasked with dealing
with the matter and did so both rapidly and successfully.

A Treble-One Lightning over Cyprus
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The re-equipment with the Lightning by the RAF opened up many avenues in which
publicity was required for an aircraft which in its operational role was, of course, hardly
ever seen. The photograph above represents a sample of such occasions and filled
many pages of magazines and newspapers. Additionally the aircraft appeared over
London on such occasions as The Queen’s Birthday flypast and Sir Winston Churchill’s
funeral. Getting up to 24 Lightnings from three East of England Lightning stations over
Buckingham Palace in immaculate formation to within a second’s timing is a further
example of the skill levels developed with an aircraft which was extremely thirsty —
one could note the fuel gauges going down as you taxied out to the runway!
For readers interested in more of the history of Lightning operations in the RAF,
especially the lighter side, I recommend Never in Anger by Anthony ‘Bugs’ Bendell
(Orion, 1998) and Lightning Boys by Richard Pike (Grub Street, 2011).
The author, a Friend of the Museum, served on the first Hunter ground attack wing at Stradishall,
the first Lightning wing at Wattisham, commanded a Lightning squadron at No. 226 (Lightning)
OCU, commanded the first RAF Jaguar squadron at Coltishall, and was station commander at the
Tri-National Tornado Training Establishment at Cottesmore. We thank him for this original contribution and the photos from his collection. — Ed.
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After the Stuka raid on 16 August 1940, the Sector Operations Room was removed from RAF Tangmere to
St James’s C of E Infant School in Chichester, depicted here in a sketch by Dorothy Colles.

How a Ladies' College Played a Vital Role
in Operation Overlord
Dr Andrew Smith
University College London

On 16 August 1940, the Stuka raid on
Tangmere was one of the most serious
yet to have struck England. This surgical strike against the station destroyed
13 aircraft and resulted in the tragic
death of 10 RAF servicemen and three
civilians. On top of this, almost all of
the pre-war hangars, the station workshops, stores and the water pumping
station were destroyed, with widespread damage in evidence across the
station and vital services put out of ac-

tion. Despite the attack, the airfield
remained operational, and the servicemen and women at Tangmere rallied
ensuring that the Luftwaffe did not escape the engagement unscathed. Indeed, the attacks were the catalyst for
Churchill’s praise of “The Few” who
guarded Britain’s skies, words widely
reported as having been first spoken at
11 Group Headquarters at Uxbridge.
The damage done to the station
meant that an alternative location for
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the operations room (OR) had to be
sought, namely one that was less vulnerable to attacks. The sense in shifting
the operations room away from the
RAF station itself lay in removing the
OR from danger to ensure a continuity
of command during attacks. Initially,
the OR was moved to St James’s Infant
School in Chichester. Extensive alterations were necessary; it had previously
held 213 infants, who were relocated to
St John’s School for the duration of the
RAF’s occupation of the premises.
Chichester had been relatively untroubled by Luftwaffe raids up to this point,
and so the town served as a good base.
Nevertheless, as the strategic realities of the war changed, the OR became
a bottleneck in plans to give Tangmere
ever-greater responsibilities. Top-level
discussions about the reorganisation of
sectors within Fighter Command were
placing an increased emphasis on 11
Group, of which Tangmere was part.
Tangmere was a sector control station
within 11 Group, covering the area
south of Uxbridge and down to the
Channel. Biggin Hill and North Weald
sectors lay to the east, while in 10
Group to the west the closest sector was
Middle Wallop. These sectors formed
the organisational framework of Britain’s air war, guarding the skies over
Britain’s south coast.
Minutes from Air Ministry meetings
detail the changes which took place
over the winter of 1942, as the tenor of
the war changed and the leadership of
the RAF went through significant evolutions. Sir Trafford Leigh-Mallory,
who had been head of 11 Group, was
promoted to Air Marshal in November
1942, replacing Sholto Douglas. LeighMallory’s preference for unified command chains saw him lead a campaign
for Allied cooperation, but also a pronounced restructuring within Britain
itself. As part of this reorganisation in
1943, the boundaries of Tangmere’s sector were enlarged. This was so pro-
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nounced that it was actually merged
with the Northolt Sector (in 11 Group),
which lay immediately to the north.
Tangmere subsumed Northolt’s control
area for Fighter Command.
Other sectors being merged were all
in possession of “large specially and
recently designed operations rooms
with the exception of North Weald,
Biggin Hill and Tangmere.” Extensions
to the existing facilities at Biggin Hill
and North Weald were judged to be
sufficient, yet for “Tangmere (combining Northolt) a complete new operations room would be required and the
suggestion is that the site for this
should be well inland.” The old operations room at St James’s School was
now not sufficient, though its location
at Chichester remained acceptable. A
new site for the operations room had to
be found.
Options for a new site
Two options were presented for the
new site: Bishop Otter College in
Chichester, West Sussex, and Southey
Hall in Great Bookham, Surrey. Great
Bookham was home to the 4th Canadian Artillery Regiment (many of
whom were French Canadian), stationed at a requisitioned boys’ preparatory school called Southey Hall. Much
like Blake Hall, the stately home which
served as operations room for North
Weald, and Bishop Otter College,
Southey Hall represented a good-sized,
secure building to be converted for use
as an operations room.
Initially, the preferred option was to
build the operations room at Great
Bookham, where a new block would be
on a main cable route, ensuring increased security by reducing the length
of communications. However, the cost
of this new block was increased by the
need to take on extra labour. Initial
enquiries to the 1st Canadian Army had
unfortunately failed to secure a much
cheaper labour commitment from the
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Québeçois! One of the greatest problems informing the decision was an Air
Ministry-imposed limit of £5,000 on the
amount to be spent at any one station
on any building work required in connection with the amalgamation scheme,
through which the sectors had been
reorganised.
Sir Trafford Leigh-Mallory gets involved
Following these delays, Air Marshal Sir
Trafford Leigh-Mallory took a personal
involvement in the project, recommending that a new OR for Tangmere be constructed as soon as possible. He was
infuriated by the setbacks which had
attended the budget wrangling up to
this point. In a strongly worded memo,
he said:
The decision not to proceed at present with the building of the three
new operations rooms required for
No. 11 Group causes me great concern. In effect, this decision kills the
scheme so far as No. 11 Group is
concerned, the very area where a
reorganisation of sector boundaries
and a regrouping of control facilities is most urgently required for offensive as well as defensive operations… These difficulties constitute
an impediment to the efficient handling of operations, offensive and
defensive, in the most important
area of my command.
As Leigh-Mallory’s memo shows, there
was increased pressure for a new OR,
since within the revamped sectors
Tangmere’s responsibilities had been
expanded. Tangmere Sector was responsible for seven airfields (Tangmere,
Ford, Northolt, Heston, Westhampnett,
Merston and Shoreham), four GroundContolled Interception (GCI) stations
(Durrington, East Hill, Blackgang and
Ventnor) as well as two brigades of
searchlights and offensive operations.
The sector was to be commanded by a
group captain, namely Group Captain
William “Paddy” Crisham (born and

raised in Ireland, hence his nickname)
from 30 April 1943. Crisham became
one of the enduring characters of
Tangmere’s history and would eventually become an AVM in 1953.
As part of the amalgamation of sectors, suggestions were made to rename
the new Tangmere-plus-Northolt sector
“Pompey”,
“Sussex”,
or
“South
Downs”. None of these suggestions
was taken up, and the sector kept the
name of Tangmere to avoid the confusion of retitling. This, however, seemed
to characterise the ponderously slow
pace relating to the 11 Group sector
amalgamations; the difficulties which
had delayed the development of new
ORs were not overcome quickly and
there appears to have been little in the
way of consensus. As of 16 April 1943,
the decision to amalgamate the sectors
was suspended indefinitely, pending
decisions on the location of the new
operations room for Tangmere, proving
once more the vital role the OR played.
After much debate, however, the
original considerations suggesting sector amalgamations won out by the end
of summer 1943. The financial implications had been outweighed by the increasing importance of Leigh-Mallory’s
tactical shift to “striking back”; suddenly, the construction of new sector
operation rooms (such as that planned
for Tangmere) was both expedient and
essential. To provide the most efficient
means of preparing for Operation Neptune, it was decided at the Air Ministry
that “control should be centralised in
two or three sectors only, and that the
programme of sector amalgamation in
No. 11 Group should accordingly be
pressed forward.”
Decisions and strategic action
Once the decision was made, LeighMallory was actively involved in strategic discussions with the Operational
Planning Committee, pushing for a
greater role for Fighter Command.
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Bombing operations in 1943 were reported to have drawn out the Luftwaffe’s day and night fighter reserves,
calling for a revision of strategy to support the bombing. Strategy meetings
had identified an important role for 11
Group, ensuring any offensive operations would be coordinated with them
before orders were issued. Likewise,
any combined operations with American forces in which fighters were to be
involved would be directed from 11
Group headquarters at Uxbridge.
These decisions placed 11 Group at the
centre of any projected combined offensive operations, such as Operation
Overlord. This central positioning hastened the upgrading of 11 Group’s resources in anticipation of increased expectations and strains on their operational efficiency.
New operations rooms were also
completed at North Weald and Biggin
Hill, and communications provided to
all three ORs as a matter of strategic
priority. The lower expense of converting Bishop Otter College in Chichester
as well as the ready supply of accommodation for staff whose roles had
been increased ensured that it would be
the new home for Tangmere’s main OR.
This opened on 15 February 1944 and
remained as a sector operations room
until the end of 1944. Signals reports on
the project acknowledged that the conversion had been arduous: “The work
involved was considerable, and the
time available was short, but early in
1944 the programmes were completed
much according to schedule, the operations rooms were occupied and Hornchurch was amalgamated with North
Weald, Kenley with Biggin Hill and
Northolt with Tangmere.”
These increased sectors allowed for
greater ease of coordination, which
would prove increasingly useful as
command became increasingly centralised in the build-up to an invasion of
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Europe. Fighter Command was reorganised by the end of 1943, when it was
replaced by the Second Tactical Air
Force (2TAF) and Air Defence Great
Britain (ADGB). Squadrons continued
to be controlled by 11 Group, however,
and the number of squadrons under the
Group’s control increased from 33 to 57.
Tangmere was to play an important
role in both these organisations, as a
crucial fighter station for responding to
enemy action and also as a strategically
important sector operations room for
coordinating offensive action under the
auspices of 2TAF. Sector reorganisation
was complete by the spring of 1944.
Debden was taken over by the USAAF;
Hornchurch, Kenley, and Northolt were
absorbed in the three enlarged sectors:
North Weald, Biggin Hill, and Tangmere, respectively.
2TAF was focussed on the attainment of air superiority in support of
planned offensive action over the
Channel, in particular the developing
plans for invasion. This role would be
complemented with air support for the
invading forces and an evolving role as
the invasion advanced. The new command structure would be tested in a
series of exercises to ensure that it could
function efficiently and modify its
structure as circumstances dictated.
The newly inaugurated OR for
Tangmere was complete in time for this
series of operations designed to gear up
towards Overlord and would also see
its role tested alongside that of the
command structure.
Leigh-Mallory
recognised the importance of this airfield, actively campaigning for a new
operations room. When he was able to
secure this, Tangmere became a central
hub in 11 Group and its importance in
1944 was profound.
With thanks to the author, who researched
this topic for us in the original files at the
National Archives, London. — Ed.
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Letters, Notes, and
Queries
Déjà vu
As I took the Summer 2016 Logbook out
of the envelope I immediately recognised the cover picture. The last time I
saw it, it was hanging behind my desk
in No. 1 Hangar, RAF Coltishall, when I
was OC No. 54(F) Jaguar Squadron
from 1974 to 1976. It was, of course, the
much treasured original “Wootton”,
recalling the first crossing of the Atlantic by jet aircraft. I am so glad it has
stayed where it belongs in the Wootton
family now that 54 Squadron is no
longer a fighter squadron. “54” was the
first RAF Jaguar squadron and I had
collected this picture and all the other
squadron memorabilia, including the
Queen’s Colour, from No. 54(F) Phantom Squadron upon its disbandment at
RAF Coningsby
The first time I saw the painting was
in December 1958. It was hanging behind the desk of the then OC 54(F)

Hunter Squadron — Sqn Ldr Ian
Worby at RAF Odiham. I was standing
smartly to attention in front of the
boss’s desk for my arrival interview
having just arrived as the “junior pilot”
from the Hunter OCU, Chivenor.
On my way to the Hunter I had
trained up to Wings standard on the
Vampire and the first Atlantic jet crossing by Vampire was still very much in
the forefront of the minds of all who
were part of the fast jet family at that
time. I met Bobby Oxspring first at
Odiham in the late 50s and after a long
gap at RAF Cottesmore in the mid-80s
when he emerged again as a fairly local
resident. My last contact with him was
when I was assistant commandant at
the RAF College, Cranwell.
There is a final coincidence. I had
the great good fortune to command a
Lightning OCU squadron at Coltishall,
1965-1968. My HQ and office were, you
guessed it — exactly the same ones
where I last saw “the Wootton”!
— Terry Carlton

Photo Quiz
The identifying marks on this modified Westland Lysander are R9125, JR-M. What unit
was it assigned to, what was its duty, and what became of it?
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